
Actor-Critic Methods for Robotics
Description
As trials on real robots and realistic simulators are expensive there is a big needfor sample e�cient approaches to Reinforcement Learning in robotics. One pos-sible way to achieve this sample e�ciency are actor-critic methods. Two recentdeep actor-critic methods, based di�erent approaches to the same idea, MaximumA-Posteriori Policy Optimization (MPO) [1] and the Soft Actor-Critic (SAC) [3] havebeen introduced.Yet, the authors used di�erent evaluation suites (MPO: DeepMind Control Suite, SAC:OpenAI Gym) and neither compared the approaches to one another. Additionally,both standard test suits are not known for particularly realistic dynamics, thus theevaluation is not very meaningful with regard to the approaches performances in arealistic robotic scenario.The aim of this thesis is to first re-implement MPO and compare it to SAC on astandard benchmark suite. A very good implementation of SAC is available a. For theevaluation on realistic robotic tasks an existing pybullet [2] simulation frameworkshould be extended. Several object manipulation tasks should be realized and both,SAC and MPO, should be evaluated on those.

Figure 1: A snapshot from standard benchmark tasks from the deepmind controlsuite.
ahttps://stable-baselines.readthedocs.io/en/master/modules/sac.html

Tasks
The tasks in this project will involve:• Implement Maximum A-Posterior Policy Optimization [1]• Compare to Soft-actor-Critic [3] on standard benchmark suite.• Evaluate the di�erent components of the algorithms using ablation studies• Extent to realistic robotic task on existing pybullet [2] simulation frameworkReferences
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